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Armor-pierrcing
Published byy
ARDA.
targets (tan
nks),

ammun
unition is prim
marily used to combat aagainst heavy armored
but tarrgets can bee light armo
ored vehicless, aircraft, warehouse,
w
structures, etc. It has been show
wn that the most effecttive type off anti-tank
ammunitio
on in the w
world is the APFSDS ammunition
a
(Armor Pieercing Fin
Stabilized Discarding S
Sabot). The APFSDS prrojectile fliess to the targeet and with
his kinetic energy acts on the targett, that is, pen
netrates throuugh armor an
nd disables
the tank an
nd his crew. Since the projectile destrroys target w
with his kinettic energy,
then it is neecessary for the projectille to have thee high impacct velocity.
The decreaase in the vellocity of a prrojectile, durring flight, iss mainly inflluenced by
aerodynam
mic forces. T
The most dominant
d
is the axial fforce due to
o the laid
trajectory of
o the projecctile. By know
wing the axial force (axiial force coeffficient), it
is possiblee to predict tthe impact velocity
v
of the
t projectilee, by externaal ballistic
calculation
n, in functionn of the distaance of the target,
t
and too define the maximum
effective raange from thhe aspect off terminal baallistics. In tthis paper tw
wo models
will be presented for predicting axial
a
force (the
(
axial foorce coefficient) of an
APFSDS projectile
p
afteer discarding
g sabot. The first model iis defined in STANAG
4655 Ed.1.. This modell is used to prredict the axial force coeefficient for all
a types of
convention
nal projectilles. The second modell for prediccting the axial force
coefficient of an APFS
SDS projectille, which is presented inn the paper, is
i the CFD
model (eng
g. Computedd Fluid Dynam
mics).
Keywords: APFSDS, ax
axial force co
oefficient, ST
TANAG 46555 Ed.1, CFD
D,
PRODAS

1.

Introdu
uction

Ammunitionn based on thhe use of kinetic energy ((KE) penetraates through targets primaarily with the energy of a
projectile boody or sub-pprojectile (penetrator), w
which is mad
de of high-d
density metaal. The efficiency of this
ammunition depends on the impact velocity
v
of thhe projectilee at the target, the lengthh, diameter an
nd density of
the penetratoor. A represeentative of modern
m
kinettic energy am
mmunition, which
w
is mosstly used tod
day in armies
around the w
world, is APFSDS ammu
unition (Arm
mor Piercing Fin Stabilized Discardinng Sabot), which
w
is madee
of an alloy oof tungsten or depleted urranium [1].
The compoonents of modern
m
armor piercing fin stabiliized discard
ding sabot ammunition are shownn
schematicalllyy in Figuree 1:
1. peneetration withh fin stabilizeer,
2. saboot,
3. com
mbustible casee,
4. proppellant,
5. prim
mer assemblyy, and
6. casee base.
This work is liccensed under a Creative
C
Commons Attribution L
License (https://crreativecommons.org/licenses/by/44.0/ ) that allowss
others to share aand adapt the matterial for any purrpose (even comm
mercially), in any
y medium with an
n acknowledgem
ment of the work'ss
authorship and innitial publication in this journal.
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Figure 1. Main components of APFSDS ammunition [2]
During the movement of the APFSDS projectile through the barrel of the weapon, the energy of the propellant
charge acts on the bottom of the projectile (the penetrator is still connected to the sabot) and drives it. After
the projectile comes out of the barrel, due to the difference in resistance and mass of the sabot and penetrator,
the sabot separates and the penetrator continues to fly towards the target (Figure 2). When moving through the
barrel of the cannon, the projectile with the sabot reaches supersonic velocities (up to 5 Mach).
APFSDS projectiles are statically stabilized projectiles. Stabilization is provided using aerodynamic surfaceswings. When determining the axial force (axial force coefficient), the projectile body and the wings are
observed separately. The sum of these two components of the axial forces on the APFSDS projectile gives the
total axial force (axial force coefficient) [4].

Figure 2. Process of discarding sabot from APFSDS projectile [3]
2.

Models for prediction of coefficient of axial force

There are many methods for predicting the axial force coefficient of APFSDS projectiles, but all of them are
based on the application of three general methods:
1. experimental (wind tunnel or polygon),
2. theoretical, and
3. numerical (CFD - Computational Fluid Dynamics).
2
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Experimental methods determine aerodynamic coefficients in an air (aero) tunnel or on the basis of measuring
the movement of a projectile in flight (as a material point or a rigid body). This method gives the most
realistic values for the axial force coefficient; however, the disadvantages of the tunnel experiment are [5]:
 high price,
 scaling problems if the model is not life-size,
 interference from tunnel walls,
 measurement difficulties.
Assumptions and simplifications are necessary in theoretical methods for the solving problems. This includes
simplifying geometry and simplifying equations. Equations known as Navier-Stokes equations, along with the
energy equation and the continuity equation, describe the flow of fluid around a body. They are analytically
unsolvable in closed form, but can be simplified for specific geometry or flight conditions [5].
Numerical methods are new; they have been used since the advent of computers during World War II.
Advanced CFD codes numerically solve Navier-Stokes equations and can show the complete flow field
around an object for specific flight conditions. With these methods, problems arise in determining the
boundary conditions, because the initial conditions must be defined with great accuracy [5].
In the continuation of this chapter, two models for predicting the axial force coefficient APFSDS projectiles
will be presented. The first model is presented in the STANAG 4655 Ed.1 standard. The second model for
predicting the axial force coefficient of an APFSDS projectile is the numerical model (CFD). The program to
be used for the numerical simulation of projectile flow is ANSYS Fluent. The presentation of the models as
well as the results of the calculations will be shown below.
2.1. Model defined in standard STANAG 4655 (Ed.1)
The standard, STANAG 4655, shows an engineering model for prediction of the aerodynamic coefficients of
conventional projectiles. The details of the standard are given and are divided into three parts [6]:
1. Body Aerodynamics
2. Fin Aerodynamics
3. Generalized Yaw Aerodynamics
The axial force of a projectile can be divided into two parts: pressure axial force and viscous (friction) axial
force. The complete axial force coefficient Cx is finally obtained by summing up the relevant, separately
calculated pressure axial force components and the viscous axial force obtained for entire wetted area. The
total axial force coefficient of APFSDS projectile (without sabot) is [6]:
𝐶 =𝐶

(1)

is axial force coefficient of projectile body and 𝐶

where 𝐶
2.1.1.

+𝐶
is axial force coefficient of fins.

Axial force computation methods for projectile body

The axial force of a projectile consists of the pressure axial force of the nose, base (including possible tail
boom), protruding (driving band, grooves and steps), and of the viscous axial force as a sum of the following
form [6]:
𝐶

=𝐶

+𝐶

+𝐶

+𝐶

(2)

where 𝐶 is axial force coefficient of the nose, 𝐶 is axial force coefficient of the base, 𝐶 is axial force
coefficient of the protruding and 𝐶 is viscous axial force coefficient.
The axial force coefficient of the nose at supersonic region for a cone is calculated according to the formula
(3) giving the pressure coefficient on the nose surface [6]. The second term takes into account the nose shape
on drag force (see Fig. 3).
𝐶

= 𝐶 = 𝑘 sin 𝜀 + 𝑘

( ,
sin 𝜀 (cos 𝜀)
𝑀 + 𝑅𝑅(1 − 𝑅𝑅)

, )
,

cos 𝜀

(𝑀 ≥ 1)

(3)

The coefficient k1 is an average pressure coefficient on a blunt projectile face behind a normal shock wave and
the coefficient k2 takes into account the shape of the nose as a function of radius ratio parameter RR [6].
3
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Figure 3. Variable RR (Radius Ratio) [6]
The coefficient k1 is computed from (4), and the coefficient k2 is computed according to (5). The radius ratio
RR in the formulae is an inverse of the ratio of the true radius of curvature and the tangent-ogive radius r’
(formula 6). The nose contour line is to be extended to the projectile center line in case of blunted nose (see
Figure 3). The extended nose length is used in formula (6). The ratio RR is zero for cones [6].
𝑘 =

5
2
−
3 3 𝑀√

(𝑀 ≥ 1)

(4)

𝑘 = 0,9 − 0,9𝑅𝑅 + 𝑅𝑅

(5)

𝑙,
𝑑
+
𝑟 =
4
𝑑

(6)

,

The axial force coefficient of the base 𝑪𝒙𝒃 is computed from formula (7) [6]:
𝐶
The pressure coefficient 𝐶

𝑑
𝑑

= −𝐶

(7)

is computed as [6]:
𝐶

𝑑
𝑑

=𝐶

𝑥 = 2 when 𝑀𝑎 < 0.9, otherwise 1

The pressure coefficient on the base of a long cylinder 𝐶
𝐶

= −0,31𝑒

(8)

is computed at supersonic speeds (1.1 < Ma) [6]:

,

(9)

Viscous axial force coefficient 𝑪𝒙𝒇 is calculated by formula [6]:
𝐶

=𝐶

𝑆

(10)

𝑆

where 𝐶 is average friction coefficient (11 or 12) for a smooth flat, 𝑆

is computed wetted surface area

.
and S is reference area
The turbulent boundary-layer friction coefficient 𝐶 is computed by equation [6]:
𝐶 =

0,455
(log 𝑅𝑒) ,

(1 + 0,21𝑀 )

,

(11)

where 𝑅𝑒 is Reynolds number , 𝑙 is projectile/nose length and 𝑣 is kinematic viscosity.
The laminar boundary-layer friction coefficient 𝐶 is computed by equation [6]:
𝐶 =

1,328
√𝑅𝑒

(1 + 0,21𝑀 )

4

,

(12)
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The kinematic viscosity 𝑣 is computed from [6]:
𝑣=

𝜇
𝜌

(13)

The air density ρ is computed according to ICAO standard atmosphere. The dynamic viscosity μ is obtained
from the Sutherland formula [6]:
𝐶𝑇 ,
𝜇=
𝑇+𝐶
where 𝐶 = 1,458𝑒

/

(14)

, 𝐶 = 110,4 𝐾 and T is air temperature, obtained from ICAO atmosphere

model.
The axial force coefficient of protruding 𝑪𝒙𝒑𝒓 is computed by estimating the forward and backward facing
surface pressure drag separately [6]:
𝐶

=𝐶

+ ∆𝐶

(15)

The pressure coefficient sum (of the backward and forward facing parts) 𝐶
between the sum and 0 when the ratio e/h (width/depth of groove) goes from 7 to 0 [6].
𝑒
𝑒
𝐶
=
𝐶
<7
7ℎ
ℎ
The formulae for the pressure coefficients at velocities above speed of sound are [6]:
𝐶

will change linearly

= (−0,067(𝑀 − 1) + 0,4) sin 𝜗
𝐶

,

= −0,65𝑀

(16)

(17)
(18)

where 𝜗 is angle of grove profile.
Certain types of finned projectiles have a relatively large groove pattern on the surface of the cylindrical part
of body. These grooves are needed at the internal ballistic phase and after launch, the grooves cause an
unfavorable flow retarding effect.
The axial force coefficient of excessive amount of grooves (see Figure 4) is computed in from formula [6]:
∆𝐶

= 1,6

𝑙
𝐶 (𝐶
𝑙

− 1)

(19)

The coefficient 𝐶 is the viscous drag coefficient (equation 10) of body cylinder part and the coefficient
𝐶
is used to take into account the groove depth on drag. The coefficient is the surface area ratio of
grooved cylinder length to that of same length cylinder without grooves; the incremental drag will be zero in
is 1 [6].
case the surface coefficient 𝐶

Figure 4. Groove pattern area on the surface of the cylindrical part of body [6]
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2.1.2.

Axiaal force com
mputation methods for p
projectile fin
ns

The axial forrce coefficieent of fins (𝐶 ) is compputed in the function of Mach
M
numbeer, but also so
ome effect of
Reynolds nuumber is intrroduced via skin
s
friction . The referen
nce area is a circle area bbased on thee diameter of
the projectilee cylindricall part.
The axial forrce coefficieent of fins consists of the wave drag (𝐶
(
), axial
a
force cooefficient of leading edgee
(𝐶
), axxial force coefficient of trailing
t
edgee (𝐶
) and
a viscous force coefficcient of fins (𝐶
)
as a sum of tthe followingg form [6]:
𝐶

=𝐶

+𝐶

+𝐶

+𝐶

(20)

The wave ddrag at supeersonic speeeds for fins with sharp leading/tailiing edges (ssee Fig. 5) is calculatedd
according too the formulaa (21) [6]:
𝐶

=𝑛

where: K is shape correcction factor (see
(
Fig. 5),
area (see Figg. 6), 𝑛 is number of fins.
fi

𝐾 𝑡
𝑀 𝑐

𝑆

(21)

𝑆

is average fin thickness ratio, S is rreference areea, 𝑆

Figuure 5. Airfoil shape correection factor K [6]

is finn

Figure
F
6. Proojected area of
o fins [6]

The formulaa (21) is appplied when MLE ≥ 1 (Macch number normal
n
to leaading edge). MLE is supeersonic if μ ˃
˄LEfin , wherre ˄LEfi is sw
weep angle off fin leadingg edge (see Fig.
F 7). The Mach
M
angle μ is then computed from
m
expression [6]:
𝜇 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛

1
𝑀

(22)

o be constantt down to freee-stream Maach number 1 if μ  ˄Lefinn [6].
The drag coeefficient valuue is taken to

Figure 7. E
Exposed winng geometry without boddy [6]

Fig. 8. Schematic of fin blunnt leading ed
dge geometryy
[6]

Axial
A
force coefficient of
o leading ed
dge is obtaineed by multip
plying 𝐶 by the number of fins (𝑛
reference areea (S) and finn dimensionss (Fig. 8) intoo account [6]:

6

), taking thee
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𝐶

=

𝐶 𝑡 𝑏
𝑆

(23)

𝑛

a
presssure coefficieent 𝐶 is estiimated by utiilizing formuula (24) [6]:
The blunt leaading edge average
𝐶 = cos ˄

𝐶

(24)

ng formula [66]:
Parameter 𝐶 is estimateed by utilizin
𝐶 = 𝑘1

(25)

Axial
A
force coefficient of
o trailing ed
dge is obtainned by multiiplying it by the number of fins (𝑛
reference areea (S) and finn dimensionss (Fig. 9) intoo account [6]:
𝐶

=

𝐶 𝑡

𝑏

(26)

𝑛

𝑆

), taking thee

Figure 9. Schematic
S
off fin blunt traailing edge geeometry [6]
The averagee pressure cooefficient on a fin blunt trailing edgee is computeed at supersoonic regions according too
formula [6]:
5𝑀
𝐶 = −0,65

,

(27)

nt of fins is calculated
c
byy same formu
ulae (10) as in projectilee skin friction
n drag. In finn
Viscous forcce coefficien
case 𝑆
is the wetteed surface areea of fins, innstead of the wetted surfaace area of prrojectile bod
dy and flow is
consider to bbe turbulent [6].
=𝐶

𝐶

𝑆

(28)

𝑆

The turbulennt skin frictioon coefficien
nt 𝐶 is compputed by form
mula [6]:
𝐶 =
n
where: 𝑅𝑒 ̅ iis Reynolds number

0,455
(lo
og 𝑅𝑒 ̅ )

,

(1
1 + 0,21𝑀 )

,

(29)

̅

, 𝑐̅ is Mean A
Aerodynamicc Chord (see Fig. 7), 𝜈 is kinematic viscosity.

2.2. CFD-m
model (Comp
puted Fluid Dynamics)
Numerical ssimulation methods,
m
usin
ng computedd fluid dynam
mics, are an important asspect of mod
dern researchh
because theyy complemeent experimeental and annalytical mod
dels, reducin
ng total timee and labor costs. In thee
experimentaal approach, most of thee time is speent designing
g the experiiment and m
making the model.
m
In thee
computationnal approachh, most of th
he time is sspent on gen
nerating a geometric
g
m
mesh (if the flow area is
geometricallly complex) and later anaalyzing the reesults.
The main ddisadvantage of the com
mputer approoach is limittation to pro
oblems for w
which there is a reliablee
physical / m
mathematical model [7].
In the generaal case, a num
merical comp
putational siimulation con
nsists of seveeral main steeps (Fig. 10)::
 Probblem identiffication invo
olves definiing the objeectives of numerical
n
siimulation, what
w
are thee
moddeling optionns, which ph
hysical moddels will be included in
n the analysiis (viscosity
y, turbulencee,
7
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com
mpressibility), what simp
plifications ccan be used, whether useer-defined fuunctions sho
ould be usedd,
whaat accuracy iss required an
nd how long iit takes to geet results [8].
Prepprocessing involves
i
deffining the ggeometry, meesh (space discretizationn), physical model, andd
solvver used [8].
Solvver settings include solver type selection, discretizatio
on scheme, solution initialization
i
n,
convvergence moonitoring (staability analyssis), and accu
uracy check (mesh indeppendence cheeck and meshh
adjuustment on a specific partt of the domaain) [8].
In thhe post-proccessing proceess, the resullts are examiined and anaalyzed to undderstand the solution andd
extraact useful daata. Visualizaation tools inn numerical programs
p
maake it possibble to gain insight into thee
fieldd of pressures or velocitiees, to visualizze flow vecttors, to predicct the positioon of shock waves.
w
[8].

Figu
ure 20. Processs of numerical simulatio
on [8]
2.2.1.

Matthematical model
m

Each simulaation is baseed on a math
hematical moodel, which denotes the mathematiccal notation of
o a physicaal
model. The m
mathematicaal model inclludes the folllowing assum
mptions [7]:
 Air is a continuuum.
 Air is consideredd a homogen
neous mixturre of gases.
 The physical prooperties of aiir are the sam
me in all directions - the air
a is isotropiic.
 Air is a single-phhase fluid.
 Masss forces are neglected.
Continuity bbehavior cann be describeed by transpport equation
ns based on the
t basic law
ws of mass conservation
c
n,
momentum, and energyy. The equatiions derivedd from the given
g
laws are
a presentedd in integral form for ann
arbitrarily seelected part of the contin
nuum, the voolume Ω bounded by a closed area - the limit of
o the controol
volume dΩ ((Figure 11). The surface element dS iis defined by
y the unit vecctor of the noormal 𝑛⃗ [7].

Figure 1 1. Control vo
olume [7]
8
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The characteeristics of thhe air flow (p
pressure, tanngential stresss, velocity, temperaturee, etc.) are deetermined, at
a
each point inn space and at
a any time, by
b a system oof differentiaal equations [9]:
 Law
w of mass connservation:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡


𝜕
𝜕𝑡

𝜌(𝑣⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗)𝑑𝑆
𝑆=0

(30)

w of momentuum conservaation:
Law
𝜕
𝜕𝑡



𝜌 𝑑Ω +

𝜌 𝑣⃗𝑑Ω +

𝜌𝑣
𝜌 ⃗(𝑣⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗)𝑑𝑆 = −

𝑝𝑛⃗𝑑
𝑑𝑆 +

(𝜏̿ ∙ 𝑛⃗)𝑑𝑆

(31)

Law
w of energy conservation:
𝐸𝑑Ω +
𝜌𝐸

𝜌 ⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗)𝑑𝑆 =
𝜌𝐸(𝑣

𝑘(∇𝑇 ∙ 𝑛⃗)𝑑Ω −

𝑝(𝑣⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗)𝑑𝑆
𝑆+

(𝜏̿ ∙ 𝑣⃗⃗)𝑛⃗𝑑𝑆

(32)

where 𝑣⃗ is vvelocity of airrflow, p is prressure, ρ is density, T is temperaturee, E is total ennergy, 𝜏̿ is sttress tensor.
2.2.2.

Sim
mulation of air
a flow arou
und projectille

The followinng will be addopted for alll simulationss [9]:
 The problem willl be observeed as 3D geom
metry probleem (because of fins).
 The working fluuid is air, an
n ideal gas, which is modified
m
in accordance
a
w
with compreessibility andd
channges in therm
mo-physical characteristtics with thee temperaturee. Density aand viscosity
y depends onn
tempperature, whhere cp and th
hermal conduuctivity are considered co
onstant.
 The flow aroundd the projectiile is compreessible and tu
urbulent (k-ε model of turrbulence wass used).
 Spattial domain discretization
d
n will be withh a hybrid mesh.
m
 The numerical density-baseed solver wiill be used, which simu
ultaneously solves the equations of
conttinuity, amouunt of mom
mentum and eenergy. Thiss method waas developedd for compressible highhspeeed flows.
 The equations will
w be lineariized in impliicit form, i.e.. for given vaariables; unkknown values in each celll
will be computed using relattions that incclude both ex
xisting and un
nknown valuues from adjaacent cells.
 A unniform air floow encounteers a projectille at a zero yaw
y angle.
In order to rreduce the number
n
of fin
nite elementss, only the projectile
p
seg
gment was taaken - at an angle of 600
(Figure 12). The calculattion domain is limited byy the external boundary of
o the projecttile, symmetrry planes andd
the outer bouundary set at
a distances of
o 3 projectille lengths fro
om the shell, 7 projectilee lengths from
m the bottom
m
and 6 lengthhs from the toop (cylinder--shaped meshh) to avoid disturbances
d
in
i free stream
m [9].

Fiigure 12. 3D model of AP
PFSDS projeectile 120 mm
m M829A2 [[9]

9
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The following types of boundary conditions were selected (Figure13) [9]:
 The "wall" boundary condition, which is used to separate the regions of fluid and solid matter, is
placed on the outer boundary of the projectile. At the "wall" boundary condition, the "stationary wall"
and "no-slip" options were chosen, because in the case under consideration, viscous effects cannot be
ignored.
The mass flux through the "wall" boundary is zero, and the pressure values at this boundary are
obtained by extrapolation from inside the solution domain.
 The "symmetry" boundary condition was used as a plane of axisymmetric geometry.
 The "pressure far field" boundary condition, which is used to model the parameters of the
compressible free stream at infinity, is set at the outer boundary of the calculation domain for given
problem.

Figure 13. Generated mesh around projectile 120 mm, M829A2, and boundary conditions applied [9]
10
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3.

Results and discussion

For prediction of the accuracy of the engineering model (from the NATO related STANAG 4655 standard)
and CFD numerical model, a comparison was made in the research with the PRODAS model. For calculation
of axial force coefficients, APFSDS projectile, 120 mm, M829A2, was chosen. The reason for choosing this
projectile model is because the aerodynamic coefficients are available from PRODAS program for this
projectile model.
The PRODAS software was developed to satisfy a need for rapid performance evaluation of ammunition
characteristics. The development of an effective design/analysis tool for use by the design engineer in the
development and evaluation of projectiles has been a multi-year project which began at General Electric in
1972 and has continued at Arrow Tech Associates, Inc. since 1991. The developed tool is now called
PRODAS which is an acronym for the Projectile Design/Analysis System [10].
From the smallest match bullets, to GPS guided artillery shells, PRODAS brings together:
 Modeling - Building a model from a drawing or even a picture.
 Aerodynamics - Comparing aerodynamic coefficients from multiple aero estimators.
 Launch Dynamics - Interior ballistics, balloting and jump.
 Trajectories - Fly 4DOF, 6DOF and Body Fixed and Guided Trajectories.
 Terminal Effects - Estimate penetration of KE projectiles and lethality of fragmenting or shaped
charge warheads.
 System Effectiveness - Using focused analysis or general purpose macros, compare projectiles or even
GN&C algorithms [10].
3.1. STANAG 4655 vs. PRODAS
The axial force coefficients of the projectile body, predicted using the model from STANAG 4655 and
PRODAS models are shown in Figure 14. The axial force coefficients of the projectile body predicted by the
model from STANAG (Figure 14) shows a significant difference in the range of Mach 3 to 5. It can be seen
that this difference decreases with increasing Mach number [9].
The axial force coefficients of the projectile fins, predicted using the model from STANAG 4655 and
PRODAS models are shown in Figure 15. The downward trend in the value of the axial force coefficient of
the fins in the STANAG model is higher than in the PRODAS model. The differences between the values
decrease slightly with increasing Mach number (Figure 15) [9].
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Figure 14. Coefficients of axial force of the
projectile body (120 mm, M829A2) [9]
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Figure 15. Coefficients of axial force of the projectile
fins (120 mm, M829A2)

The axial force coefficients of the projectile obtained by the model from the STANAG 4655 standard, are
smaller than the coefficients obtained by the PRODAS model (for projectile 120 mm, M829A2). The
difference between the values of the coefficients obtained with model from STANAG and PRODAS,
decreases with increasing Mach number (Figure 16).
The percentage difference of the coefficients obtained by the model from the STANAG in relation to the
coefficients obtained by applying the PRODAS model is given in figure 17.
From figure 17 it can be noticed that the largest percentage difference between the predicted values of the
model from the STANAG and PRODAS is 16.3 % in the range of 3 to 5 Mach [9].
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Fig
gure 17. Relative differennces (STANA
AG vs
PR
RODAS) - Pro
ojectile 120 m
mm, M829A
A2 [9]

3.2. CFD vss. PRODAS
The results oof the numerrical simulation of air floow around prrojectile (120 mm, M8299A2), in paraallel with thee
results of PR
RODAS (funnction Cx = f (M)) are shoown in figurre 18. The larrgest deviatioons are recorded for M =
3, where thee difference is about 8.4 %. As the M
Mach numbeer increases, the differencce decreasess by almost 1
%. The perccentage diffference of th
he coefficiennts obtained by the num
merical simuulation in reelation to thee
coefficients obtained by applying thee PRODAS m
model is giveen in figure 19
1 [9].
Based on thee obtained reesults of num
merical simuulations, the analysis
a
of th
he pressure aand velocity
y field aroundd
the projectilee 120 mm, M829A2
M
wass done. The rresistance forrce of a fluid
d that opposees the motion
n of a body inn
it arises as a result of thhe action off a normal foorce and a taangential forrce on the suurface of a body
b
movingg
through thee atmospheree. The sourrce of fluidd resistance to body motion
m
are ppractically three
t
naturaal
phenomena: fluid viscosity, shock waves (at veloocities M ≥ 1), and turbullence flow beehind the body [9].
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Figure 18. C
Coefficients of
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Figu
ure 19. Relattive differencces (CFD vs PRODAS) Projecctile 120 mm
m, M829A2 [9]
[

The pressuree and velocitty fields, shown in Figurees 20 and 21, are complex. From Figuure 20, it can
n be seen thaat
the free streeam pressuree is not the same
s
for diffferent Mach
h numbers. As
A expected for the supeersonic flow
w,
oblique shocck waves apppear at the top of the pprojectile, while
w
a charaacteristic undderpressure zone
z
appears
behind the pprojectile.
During supeersonic flow, underpressure is createed behind th
he rear part of the projecctile. This underpressure
u
e
causes the sstreams to bend
b
toward
ds the projecctile axis. Near
N
the axis, the stream
ms must bend again. Inn
supersonic fflow, the bennt extension of the bounndary layer draws
d
air from the rear oof the projecctile so that a
circular movement of air is created. Generallly speaking
g, the superssonic flow regime of any body is
characterizedd by pronouunced shock
k waves, exttremely narrrow areas off fluid in wh
which the flo
ow properties
change discontinuously (extremely) in a very sshort time in
nterval, with
h pressure grradients bein
ng extremelyy
large. In fronnt of the shoock wave, theere is a zonee of undisturb
bed flow, wh
hile behind itt there is a zone in whichh
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there are differences in the values of pressure, speed, temperature and density. Figure 21 shows the boundary
layer that forms around the projectile in flight. It can also be seen that the angle of the oblique shock wave
decreases with increasing velocity at which the flow is simulated [9].

Figure 30. Pressure field around the projectile for different Mach numbers [9]
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Figure 21. Field of velocities around the projectile 120 mm, M829A2 for different Mach numbers [9]
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4.

Conclusion

Based on theoretical considerations and analysis of available models (STANAG 4655 and CFD) for predicting
the aerodynamic coefficient of axial force for wing-stabilized projectiles, the prediction of the axial force
coefficient for APFSDS projectile 120 mm, M829A2 was performed. The data obtained using the engineering
model (from the STANAG 4655 standard), and the data obtained by numerical simulation of projectile flow
with the available data from the PRODAS database were compared. The following was stated:
 The total axial force coefficients of the APFSDS projectile (provided with the model from the
STANAG 4655 standard) have a satisfactory agreement with the total coefficient from the PRODAS
model. The largest difference between the values is about 16.3 %. As the Mach number increases, the
difference decreases.
 The advantage of the STANAG 4655 model is that it allows the calculation of coefficients based on
the geometric characteristics of the projectile without the use of computers.
 The CFD model gives very good results, the values of the axial force or the axial force coefficient.
Good agreement between the results of the CFD model and PRODAS indicates that the initial and
boundary conditions are well set.
 The accuracy of the CFD model depends on the mesh, initial and boundary conditions. The accuracy
of the CFD model can be increased by modifying the mesh (i.e. by increasing the number of finite
elements).
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